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CVM Partners with Tourin’ Tigers to Offer Continuing Education  
Opportunity on Costa Rica Journey  
The Mizzou Alumni Association through its Tourin’ Tigers program is partnering with the College of Veterinary Medi-
cine to offer the chance to earn 10 continuing education credits by joining colleagues on a trip to Costa Rica June 19-
24, 2017. Enrollment is now open and participation priority will be given to MU CVM alumni and/or licensed Missouri 
veterinarians. 
 
Richard Meadows, DVM, DABVP, Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor at the CVM, will lead the CE portion of 
the trip. 
 
For details on the Costa Rica: Coast to Coast itinerary and cost, visit the Classic Journey’s website.   
(LINK:  https://www.classicjourneys.com/mizzou-costarica#introduction ) 
 
Licensed veterinarians can obtain 10 hours of CE credit, which will be issued by the MU College of Veterinary Medi-
cine. This CE credit is recognized by the state licensing board of Missouri. MU graduates practicing in other states are 
encouraged to check with their state licensing boards before signing up for the trip to ensure that the CE hours will 
be accepted. 
 
No more than 24 individuals can participate on this trip, therefore interested individuals are encouraged to enroll 
early to ensure a spot on this unique CE opportunity. Spouses and older children are welcome on the trip. The same 
rate applies to all individuals. 
Natural Compound Found in Herbs, Vegetables Could Improve Treatment of Triple-
Negative Breast Cancer in Women 
Jan. 20, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
LINK: 
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0120-natural-compound-found-in-herbs-vegetables-could-improve-treatment-
of-triple-negative-breast-cancer-in-women/ 
Niemeyer Lecturer Focuses  
on Pain Management  
B. Duncan X. Lascelles, a professor of small animal sur-
gery and pain management at North Carolina State Uni-
versity, offered two lectures at the MU College of Veteri-
nary Medicine on Feb. 13 as part of the Niemeyer Visiting 
Lecture Series. Lascelles, PhD, MRCVS, presented a lec-
ture on “Central Sensitization Associated with Maladaptive 
(Chronic) Pain in Dogs: Measurement and Implications,” 
and a lecture on “Practical Tips for Detecting and Treating 
Feline Musculoskeletal Pain.” 
Lascelles’ research focuses on developing methods to 
measure pain associated with spontaneous disease in ani-
mals and understand the underlying neurobiology with the 
goal of improving pain control in companion animals and 
facilitating analgesic development in human medicine. 
Kenneth and Margaret Niemeyer established the lecture 
fund to defray the expense of bringing experts to the col-
lege to deliver scientific lectures to veterinary students, 
faculty and other interested individuals. Kenneth Niemey-
er was a 1955 graduate of the CVM and served on the 
faculty and as associate dean of academic and student 
affairs until his retirement. He passed away in 2011. 
B. Duncan Lascelles, a professor of small animal surgery and 
pain management, was the Niemeyer Visiting Lecturer at the 
University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine on Feb. 
13.  
Margaret Niemeyer, who with her husband, Kenneth, estab-
lished the Niemeyer Visiting Lecture Fund, meets B. Duncan 
Lascelles, who presented two lectures on Feb. 13.  
B. Duncan Lascelles receives a plaque in appreciation for his 
lectures at the CVM from Philip Johnson, professor of equine 
medicine, and second-year student Crystal Climer, president of 
the Student Chapter of the American Veterinary Medical Asso-
ciation at Mizzou.  
Vet Med Researchers Receive  
MAA Grant Awards  
Three researchers at MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine received 2016-
2017 Dr. Richard Wallace Faculty Incentive Grant awards from the Mizzou 
Alumni Association (MAA). 
Kevin Cummings, PhD, an assistant professor in the MU College of Veteri-
nary Medicine Department of Biomedical Sciences, received a grant to help 
support a new research project. 
“The 2016 grant is tied to new research we are doing in adult animals, ex-
amining how specific groups of neurons in the brainstem potentially contrib-
ute to hypertension in men,” Cummings said. 
This award makes Cummings a two-time recipient of a Wallace grant. A 
similar award in 2011-2012 supported research examining how the central 
nervous system generates gasping during oxygen deprivation, work that is 
relevant to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. 
Amy DeClue, DVM, MS, DACVIM, received her fourth Wallace grant. She 
also received research support in 2011-2012, 2008-09 and 2007-08. 
“I am very appreciative to MAA for providing funding for us,” said DeClue, 
an associate professor and board-certified specialist in small animal internal 
medicine. “This funding will allow novel investigations of vitamin D and im-
munity in the dog which will greatly improve our understanding of many 
diseases. 
“Dogs with critical illness often have vitamin D deficiency and then have an 
inappropriate immunologic response to pathogens,” DeClue said. “In other 
species, vitamin D deficiency results in altered immune responses but very 
little is known about the effects of vitamin D on immune function in 
dogs.  We are taking immune cells from critically ill dogs with abnormal im-
mune systems and then exposing those cells to vitamin D to see if we can 
modulate the cells to work correctly again.” 
Charles Maitz, DVM, PhD, DACVR-RO, also received a Wallace grant. Maitz 
is an assistant professor and a board-certified specialist in veterinary radia-
tion oncology. He holds a joint position with the School of Medicine’s De-
partment of Radiology and the International Institute of Nano and Molecular 
Medicine. 
“My study will be used to validate a test that will be able to directly quantify 
the amount and type of DNA damage after irradiation, or any other DNA 
damaging compound,” Maitz said. “DNA damage is the primary mechanism 
through which radiation attacks cancer in radiation therapy. 
“This study will also compare the amount and quality of DNA damage 
caused from different types of radiation, leveraging the strengths of the 
University by collaborating with Dr. John Brockman at the MU Research Re-
actor,” Maitz continued. “The results will allow us to objectively evaluate the 
relative biologic effect of new types of radiation therapy that are being de-
veloped at the University of Missouri, and will complement upcoming studies focused on improving the clinical out-
come of patients with cancer.  
“This funding provided by the MAA will provide the Comparative Oncology Radiobiology and Epigenetics Laboratory 
with an important radiobiology tool as we continue to focus on treating cancer in veterinary patients and human pa-
tients, alike. This is my first Wallace Incentive Grant and it will really help.” 
Dr. Kevin Cummings  
Dr. Amy DeClue  
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MAA initiated the Wallace grant program in 1994 to recognize the creativity 
and productivity of faculty and to support their development. Since then, 
the association has provided start-up funds to more than 275 faculty mem-
bers for the initiation of research or professional development projects. 
In the 2016-2017 academic year, MAA is making $50,000 available for fac-
ulty awards. Individual grants are limited to a maximum of $4,000, and the 
funding may be used for new or continuing research. 
Dr. Charles Maitz 
MVMA Honors CVM’s  
Vogelweid for Volunteerism  
MU College of Veterinary Medicine Clinical Professor Catherine Vo-
gelweid, DVM, PhD, was honored during the 2017 Missouri Veteri-
nary Medical Association Convention with the Dr. William A. Wolff 
Volunteerism Award. 
Vogelweid, who has been with the Department of Veterinary Patho-
biology since 2004, is a member of the Missouri Volunteer Veteri-
nary Corps. As a member of the Corps, she was deployed to Joplin 
following the 2011 tornado, where she provided veterinary care for 
dogs and cats in the mass care shelter.  In 2014, she was instru-
mental in organizing the Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue 
Program in partnership with Boone County Fire and Rescue. The 
program allows firefighters and CVM veterinarians to train together 
in technical large animal emergency rescue techniques and deploy 
as a team. 
Vogelweid’s efforts in the field of emergency rescue extends to her 
teaching. She initiated emergency and disaster response training 
for CVM students and graduate students pursuing degrees in public 
health. She is the instructor and course director for Animals in 
Emergencies and Basic Emergency Response Training for Veteri-
nary Students. 
Vogelweid earned a DVM, master’s degree in veterinary medicine 
and surgery and PhD in pathology at the University of Missouri. She 
also completed a postdoctoral fellowship and residency in laborato-
ry animal medicine at MU. Her knowledge and interests in animal 
disaster and emergency response were first developed during her 
work as director of the Laboratory Animal Resource Center at the 
Indiana University School of Medicine, where she worked with the 
state veterinarians to develop an exemplary state-wide response 
plan for research animals.  Her planning expertise was recognized 
with an award from the Indiana Board of Animal Health and Indiana 
State Government. 
The Volunteerism Award is named for William A. Wolff, DVM, MS, of 
Columbia, Missouri, a retired CVM faculty member. Wolff’s volun-
teer service included serving as the director of the Missouri Volun-
teer Veterinary Corps and chairman of the MVMA Emergency Man-
agement and Public Health Committee. The award was renamed to 
honor him in 2015. 
The MVMA Convention took place Jan. 19-22 at the Holiday Inn Ex-
ecutive Center in Columbia. Vogelweid received her award during 
the Awards Banquet held Jan. 21. CVM Dean Neil C. Olson, DVM, 
PhD, also was recognized during the Awards Banquet when he was 
named a New Lifetime Member of MVMA. Earlier in the convention, 
the Missouri Academy of Veterinary Practice recognized Craig 
Payne, DVM, MS, associate extension professor and director of Vet-
erinary Extension and Continuing Education, for his contributions to 
continuing education. 
More than 20 CVM faculty members and students presented continuing education lectures and labs and participated 
in roundtable discussions. The convention also included a speed networking event for veterinary students, student 
poster presentations and a forum for recent graduates and students. 
College of Veterinary Medicine Clinical Professor 
Catherine Vogelweid was named the recipient of the 
Missouri Veterinary Medical Association Dr. William 
A. Wolff Volunteerism Award.  
Catherine Vogelweid receives congratulations from 
CVM Teaching Associate Professor Loren Schultz, 
DVM, (left) who presented Vogelweid with her award 
and Bill Jones, DVM, of Versailles who nominated her 
Continued on next page…….. 
With the MVMA, the CVM co-hosted a breakfast on the final day of 
the convention. During the breakfast, Olson and members of his 
administrative team offered updates on the college, its service 
units and the university. 
More photos from the convention can be found on the 
CVM Facebook page.  (LINK:  https://www.facebook.com/pg/MUCVM/
photos/?tab=album&album_id=10155707210459128) 
CVM Dean Neil C. Olson was named a Lifetime Mem-
ber of MVMA during the organization’s annual con-
vention.  
Henry S. Geyer Award Recipients Announced 
LINK:   
http://www.mizzou.com/s/1002/alumni/interior.aspx?
sid=1002&gid=1001&pgid=7712&cid=14057&ecid=14057&crid=0&calpgid=61&calcid=12557 
MU Student Honored for Entomology  
Research Presentation  
A graduate research assistant in the MU College of Veterinary Medi-
cine Department of Veterinary Pathobiology received a first-place 
award at the 2016 International Congress of Entomology in Orlan-
do, Florida. 
Asher Kantor, a fourth-year graduate student, took the honor in the 
Graduate Student Oral Competition: Medical and Veterinary Ento-
mology: Biting Diptera. 
The horse fly is one member of the order Diptera. 
Kantor’s research is conducted in the MU CVM’s Laboratory for In-
fectious Disease Research, and at the CVM’s research laboratory in 
Connaway Hall, under the direction of Assistant Professor Alexander 
Franz, PhD. Franz’s work focuses on molecular interactions of arbo-
viruses, a group of viruses that are transmitted by the bite of in-
fected arthropod species, such as mosquitoes, ticks, sandflies and 
blackflies. 
As the first-place winner, Kantor received a check for $75, a certifi-
cate, and a free 2017 membership to the Entomological Society of 
America. The title of Kantor’s presentation was “Midgut basal lami-
na remodeling during arbovirus dissemination in Aedes aegypti.” 
Asher Kantor  
Retired Equine Center  
Director Passes Away  
Louis G. Tritschler, DVM, of Columbia, passed away on Feb. 15, 
2017, at the Missouri Veterans Home in Mexico, Missouri at the age 
of 90. A family service was held on Feb. 18. Interment will be at 10 
a.m. on Feb. 21, 2017, at the Missouri Veterans Cemetery in Jack-
sonville, Missouri. 
Tritschler was born on Jan. 24, 1927, to William E. And Pauline L. 
Tritschler in St. Louis. He married Billie H. Huddleston on June 7, 
1947. She proceeded him in death. 
He served in the U.S. Navy during World War II in the South Pacific. 
Upon completion of service, he enrolled in the University of Missouri 
College of Agriculture, where he earned a bachelor of science in agri-
culture in June 1949. 
In 1956, he was accepted into the MU School of Veterinary Medicine 
at the University of Missouri. Upon receiving his DVM in 1960, he 
joined the faculty of the Veterinary School in the Large Animal De-
partment. He received his master of science in veterinary medicine 
and surgery in 1962. In 1979, he was appointed director of the Eq-
uine Center at MU and served in that capacity until he retired as pro-
fessor emeritus in 1989. 
Tritschler served on the Boone County Planning and Zoning Commis-
sion from 1976 until 1985. 
He is survived by two children, Nolan E. Tritschler (Debbie) of Cen-
tralia, Missouri, and Cynthia L. Gilmore of Braselton, Georgia; one 
sister, Carol E. Sabaski, of St. Peters, Missouri; four grandchildren, 
Tracy Wagner (Al), Louis V. Tritschler (Barb), Lawren Tritschler and 
Matthew Tritschler; two great-grandchildren, Whitney and Ana Mar-
tinez; one brother-in-law, David Huddelston (Paula) of Alton. He is 
also survived by four nieces, one nephew and several cousins. 
Dr. Louis G. Tritschler, DVM  
MU’s Fifth Annual Companion Animal Memorial Event:  
Helping Move through Mourning to Memories   
The animal-human bond is strong. Receiving unconditional love is a singular experience. 
Many people consider their pet a member of the family. Time spent 
with a companion animal may have been the highlight of every 
day. Losing the love offered by animals can be heartbreaking. The 
house never seemed so quiet. The days never seemed so empty. 
Pets are so dependent on people, that just the disruption of the 
daily routine of caring for them can leave a hole not just in the 
schedule, but a hole in one’s life. 
And sadness may linger. There is no timetable for mourning a loss, 
but MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM) has a program that 
can help bereaved pet owners move through the grieving process, 
help them cope, and help them heal.  
***** 
The offices and treatment rooms in the Veterinary Health Center 
teem with clinicians, residents and interns, students and staff who 
are dedicated to healing animals, from pets to livestock. 
Francesca Tocco’s job is different. Tocco, who holds a master’s de-
gree in social work, attends to human needs in a veterinary set-
ting. She is there to help people who shared their lives with pets, 
and those pets have now lost their lives. She helps people move 
through the grieving process. 
Tocco wears many hats, and their common fashion is compassion. 
She’s a veterinary social worker, a grief counselor, and coordinator 
for the TIGER program: Together In Grief, Easing Recovery. 
She hosts Pet Loss Support and Grief Group meetings, from 6 to 8 p.m. every other Monday, in the CVM’s Adams 
Conference Center. And, for the past five years, she has presented an annual Companion Animal Memorial Event on 
behalf of the VHC and the Research Center for Human-Animal Interaction. This year’s memorial will be held from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. on March 18 in the Adams Conference Center, 1600 E. Rollins St., Columbia. 
***** 
“The grief program helps to normalize the loss of a companion animal,” Tocco says. “For pet guardians whose animal 
is not just a pet but a friend, a companion, a family member, a loved one, it’s very difficult when that companion 
passes away.” 
Frequently, these bereaved guardians have a sense of surprise and even shame at the stinging grief they feel for 
their pet. And, those feelings can often be difficult to fathom for those around them. 
“With the range of personalities in society, not everybody understands that deep sense of loss,” Tocco offers. “The 
people in your life — at your place of employment, or where you go to school, or even within your circle of friends 
and family members— they’re only human, so they may not always understand. And so, trying to find a safe space 
where it’s OK to talk about it can be a struggle. 
“In our support group, or at our memorial event, we help to normalize or validate their feelings, to support them, 
and to be there for them,” she said. 
Many of those grieving guardians find that sharing their suffering with others who grieve helps to ease the burden 
they carry. 
Francesca Tocco 
Continued on next page…….. 
Talking about a loss can give reality to something so seemingly unexplainable, so unacceptable. The bereaved can 
gain perspective on their own pain as they console and commiserate with other souls who understand. The fellowship 
can help stem an overwhelming flood of emotions by giving them meaning. 
“Sometimes, it’s just about having someone to share the stories with, or to look at the pictures with,” Tocco stated. 
“It’s remembering when you adopted them, how you picked their name, what their favorite activity was, and having 
someone who actually wants to hear that, someone that doesn’t feel it’s a burden.” 
***** 
“At the memorial event, we ask people to bring mementos if they feel comfortable, and it’s fascinating to see the 
range of items that people bring, the pieces of those lives that come out,” Tocco says. 
“Usually at the end, there’s some time built in so that people can go to the memento table, and look through those 
items and sort of interact with one another,” she continues. “You hear, ‘Where did you take that picture,’ ‘Why did 
you bring her collar,’ or ‘Why is there a squeaky rubber chicken up here?’ 
“People may be sad, because it’s a memorial event and they are allowed to openly grieve, but you see them smile as 
they tell the story about the squeaky rubber chicken,” Tocco said. “It’s really amazing. 
Before time writes tragedy, it pens many happy memories, and a community built on sorrow can begin to under-
stand that memories are not about the past, but about the future. 
“People arrive as strangers, but leave as friends, or as acquaintances who share a common experience,” Tocco ven-
tures. “That doesn’t really happen in humanity every day at such a non-surface level, and so it’s really amazing to 
watch people who may think they have nothing in common leave a shared space after a couple of hours thinking, 
‘I’m not alone.’”  
College of Veterinary Medicine Professors  
Earn Top Faculty Achiever Awards  
Five faculty members will represent the College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM) at the 2017 University of Missouri Top 
Faculty Achievers Reception. The April event, hosted by Interim Chancellor Hank Foley and organized by the Office of 
University Events, recognizes faculty who have received prestigious awards and grants within the past year. 
This year’s Top Faculty Achiever honorees from the CVM include the following individuals: 
Brian Flesner will be recognized for receiving a National Institutes of Health grant and for being 
named president-elect of the Pathology Working Group, a joint effort of the Veterinary Cancer 
Society and the American College of Veterinary Pathologists. Flesner, DVM, MS, DACVIM – Oncol-
ogy, is an assistant professor of medical oncology.  
Rebecca Johnson will be recognized for receiving a Professional Achievement Award from the 
University of Dubuque, Iowa. Johnson, PhD, MS, BSN, is a professor and the director of the Re-
search Center for Human Animal Interaction. She is also a professor at the Sinclair School of Nurs-
ing.  
John Middleton will be honored for his appointment to the American Veterinary Medical As-
sociation Council on Research. Middleton, DVM, PhD, DACVIM – Large Animal Internal Medi-
cine, is a professor of food animal medicine and surgery, and director of the Agriculture Ex-
periment Station.  
Patrick Pithua will be recognized for his Fulbright Specialist Grant from the University of La Pampa, Ar-
gentina. Pithua, BVetMed, MSc, PhD, is an associate professor of public health, epidemiology.  
Continued on next page…….. 
Loren Schultz will be honored for his election as president of the Veterinary Medical Database. 
Schultz, DVM, MS, DACVPM, is an associate teaching professor of veterinary preventive medicine 
and director of the master of public health veterinary concentration area.  
The event, originated in 2013, brings together faculty who have garnered awards recognized by the American Association of Uni-
versities (AAU), the Center for Measuring University Performance, and other distinguished honors. MU deans and department 
chairs also submit faculty for consideration.  
Veterinary Motion Analysis Lab Could Lead to Better Treatments for Small Animals, 
Orthopedic Procedures in Humans 
March 15, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
Link:   
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0315-veterinary-motion-analysis-lab-could
-lead-to-better-treatments-for-small-animals-orthopedic-procedures-in-humans/ 
College of Veterinary Medicine Adds More  
Top Faculty Achiever Awards  
Professors from biomedical sciences and veterinary pathobiology will represent the College of Veterinary Medicine 
(CVM) at the 2017 University of Missouri Top Faculty Achievers Reception. The April event, hosted by Interim Chan-
cellor Hank Foley and organized by the Office University Events, recognizes faculty who have received prestigious 
awards and grants within the past year. 
These honorees from the CVM include the following: 
David D. Kline, PhD, will be recognized for receiving a newly established grant 
from the National Institutes of Health. Kline is an associate professor of biomedical 
sciences and a researcher at the Dalton Cardiovascular Research Center.  
Cheryl S. Rosenfeld, DVM, PhD, will be honored for receiving a newly estab-
lished grant from the National Institutes of Health. Rosenfeld is an associ-
ate professor of biomedical sciences, teaching veterinary microanatomy and veter-
inary pharmacology, a Christopher S. Bond Life Sciences Center investigator, and a 
research faculty member for the Thompson Center for Autism and Neurobehavior-
al Disorders.  
Brenda T. Beerntsen, PhD, MS, will be honored for receiving a grant award from 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Beerntsen is a professor in the veterinary 
pathobiology department, course director of veterinary parasitology, and a guest 
lecturer in research ethics.  
Kathy L. Sharpe-Timms, PhD, HCLD, ELD, will be recognized for her election to the 
Board of Trustees for the World Endometriosis Society. Sharpe-Timms holds a joint 
appointment as a professor in the comparative medicine program and the area patho-
biology program in the CVM’s pathobiology department. She also serves as a professor 
at the School of Medicine, director of the reproductive and perinatal research division, 
and director of MU’s assisted reproduction laboratories.  
Continued on next page…….. 
The CVM will send a total of nine faculty members to the reception (LINK: http://www.cvm.missouri.edu/news/
FacultyAchieversReception2017.html) 
.The event, originated in 2013, is not itself an award, but brings together faculty who have garnered awards recog-
nized by the American Association of Universities (AAU), the Center for Measuring University Performance, and other 
distinguished honors. MU deans and department chairs also submit faculty for consideration. 
Biomedical Sciences Fellow  
Honored for Research  
The American Physiological Society (APS) has awarded T. Dylan Olver, PhD, a 
postdoctoral fellow in the College of Veterinary Medicine Department of Biomedi-
cal Sciences, with a Novel Disease Model Award. The award was given to recog-
nize Olver’s research into the causes of vascular dementia caused by heart failure 
with preserved ejection fraction, which involves the left ventricle of the heart fail-
ing to fully relax after contracting. 
Olver earned his doctoral degree in integrative physiology at the University of 
Western Ontario. His dissertation studies focused on how blood flow is controlled 
in peripheral nervous tissue and how microvascular function affects overall neural 
health in a diabetic setting with and without an exercise treatment intervention. 
Since coming to Mizzou 2 ½ years ago he has been mentored in the labs of Asso-
ciate Professor Craig Emter, PhD, and Professor M. Harold Laughlin, PhD, in the 
Department of Biomedical Sciences, where he has studied the relationship be-
tween blood flow control in the brain and cognitive function. 
In the study recognized by the APS, Olver developed an innovative pig model that 
shows promise in taking clinical observations about short-term memory impair-
ment, brain atrophy and decreased brain mass and determining underlying caus-
es for those conditions related to compromised blood blow from heart failure.  
Biomarker Could Lead to Personalized Therapies for Prostate Cancer 
Protein testing could aid clinicians in the proper diagnosis and treatment of the disease 
April 05, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
Link: 
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0405-biomarker-could-lead-to-personalized-therapies-for-prostate-cancer/ 
Ribbon Cutting Planned  
for Veterinary Ambulatory Facility 
The University of Missouri Veterinary Health Center will 
host a ribbon-cutting ceremony at 1:30 p.m., Friday, 
April 21, 2017, to celebrate the completion of the Large 
Animal Ambulatory Facility. The Large Animal program 
strives to provide the highest standard of medical and 
surgical care to its patients and has served the area, 
state and region for nearly seven decades. Through the 
Food Animal and Equine Ambulatory services, VHC clini-
cians provide care to livestock, such as cattle and goats, 
and horses, mules and donkeys on ranches and farms 
throughout mid-Missouri. 
The new facility is located adjacent to Clydesdale Hall on 
East Campus Drive in Columbia, Missouri. It was con-
structed using funds allocated from the Missouri Senate 
Promising New Drug Development Could Help Treat Cachexia 
Researchers seeking canine candidates for a pilot study testing drugs to treat the wasting disease often associ-
ated with cancer 
April 17, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
Contact: Tracey Berry, Director of Communications, College of Veterinary Medicine,  573-884-
2215, berryt@missouri.edu 
By Molly Peterson 
Link: 
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0417-promising-new-drug-development-could-help-treat-cachexia/ 
Of Mice, Mizzou  
and the Nobel Laureate 
MU's Mutant Mouse Resource and Research Center 
stores nearly 4,000 strains of genetically modified re-
search mice. Assistant Professor James Amos-Landgraf 
(left) and Project Manager Joe Waterman helped the 
MMRRC add a collection of strains developed by Nobel 
Mutant mice aren’t just a plot device for science fiction or 
apocalyptic disaster tales. The value of genetically engi-
neered mice to scientific research is immeasurable. Since 
1901, nearly every Nobel Prize in medicine has been 
awarded for work that is heavily dependent on data from 
research animals – most of them mice. According to the 
Foundation for Biomedical Research, 95 percent of all la-
boratory animals are mice. 
The importance of selectively bred research mice and the 
dramatic growth of genetically modified mouse strains led 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to establish the Mu-
tant Mouse Resource and Research Center (MMRRC) in 
1999 to serve the scientific community. The MMRRC is a 
consortium of four centers, one of which is located at the 
University of Missouri. 
“Understanding the biology of mutant rodents is really our 
expertise,” says James Amos-Landgraf, PhD, assistant pro-
fessor of veterinary pathobiology. “With the presences of 
the MMRRC along with its partner center, the Rat Resource 
and Research Center (RRRC), we have a very strong rodent 
biology background.  Moreover with the MU Metagenomics 
Center here as well, we are really at the forefront of under-
standing the effects of genetics and the microbiota — com-
plex microbial communities that live in and on many parts 
of the body — on health and disease,” Amos-Landgraf stat-
ed. 
 
*****  
The MMRRC became necessary after developments during the past 20 years allowed researchers to create custom-
made mice by making specific, intentional changes to the DNA sequence of a gene in mouse embryonic stem cells in 
order to research specific conditions. The mouse genome contains more than 23,000 protein-encoding genes, and 
researchers have produced thousands of genetically modified mice that differ in terms of which gene has been ma-
nipulated. Typically, each type has a different gene that has been knocked out, or deactivated. 
The Center for the Genetics of Host Defense is a prolific producer of mice with many different mutations and pheno-
types. Located at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, the center is commonly known as 
the Beutler lab, after its director Bruce Beutler, MD, a prominent immunologist and geneticist. Beutler shared the 
2011 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for discoveries he made using mutant mice. 
The staff at the Beutler lab has produced more than 3,550 mutant strains, and counting. The Beutler lab and its col-
lection, however, are not affiliated with the MMRRC. 
“We had a few of Beutler’s lines coming in to the MMRRC and we realized that he was doing something much bigger 
– much bigger than any mouse center had pursued,” Amos-Landgraf said. 
“Our director, Craig Franklin, had approached him several years ago about trying to get this entire collection,” Amos-
Landgraf said. “We had received a few of his lines, and we have some of the same interests in immunology, under-
standing cancer, and so forth. At the time, Dr. Beutler was interested in trying to maintain and distribute animals 
himself. But, he soon realized it was too big of a job to generate animals and do the distribution. That wasn’t the 
focus of their mission; they just wanted researchers around the world to have access to live animals to study.” 
As a cost saving measure, all of the Beutler mice are cryopreserved as sperm samples and brought back to life 
through artificial reproduction techniques like in vitro fertilization. 
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“MU ended up nurturing a relationship with the Beutler lab and was assigned most of these strains,” said Franklin, 
DVM, PhD, DACLAM, professor of veterinary pathobiology. “Subsequently, Joe Waterman, our project manager, and 
Jim Amos-Landgraf, one of our co-investigators, worked tirelessly to find a way to obtain the whole collection and 
get it here in good order.” 
“I had met up with Bruce at a mouse meeting and had said that we were really interested in trying to get this all to-
gether and keep it as one collection, so the resource wasn’t lost,” Amos-Landgraf said. “That’s where Joe came in 
and facilitated all of that.” 
***** 
MMRRC & RRRC Project Manager Joe Waterman served as MU’s boots on the ground for the operation. 
“Once we got the go-ahead to bring the collection here, I worked with Dr. Beutler’s group to put together a list of 
strains,” Waterman recalled. “And then, we started working with our informatics group to transfer all the data; we’re 
talking about genetic data for more than 3,000 lines.” 
Compatibility issues were almost immediate and impossible to ignore. 
“We had to find a way to get the data from their system into our system,” Waterman said. “That took a while, even 
with IT guys from both groups working on it. There were even some communications trending toward our need to 
manually enter all the information. That would have been problematic. Finally, the IT guys figured out a way to make 
it work.” 
“After we got all the data figured out, it just became a matter of getting them transported,” according to Waterman. 
“We’re talking approximately 3,000 strains, and each strain has a half-dozen or so straws of sperm, so we were deal-
ing with nearly 20 thousand straws.” 
“Getting them here was a challenge,” Amos-Landgraf interjected. “All of the strains are stored in liquid nitrogen, so it 
wasn’t a simple task.” 
Liquid nitrogen temperatures range from minus 346 to minus 321 degrees Fahrenheit; its boiling temperature is mi-
nus 320 degrees. The substance presents a freezing hazard to humans. The material can also act as an asphyxiant. 
Small amounts of liquid can evaporate into very large volumes of gas, which can simply displace the oxygen in air to 
levels below that required to support life. Heat leak, and the resulting vaporization, is always present. 
And Waterman was heading to hot, sunny Texas the week before the Fourth of July. 
“I went down to Dallas to help get the materials organized and to arrange all of these samples,” Waterman said. “I 
spent a week in Texas working on this. It was a lot of work because we had so many samples to organize. Their cry-
opreservation structure — or, freezer organization — is different than ours. We had to adapt ours to theirs. We were 
very meticulous in getting it all organized. 
“Then, we had to get those lines up here,” Waterman continued. “That was kind of a big deal. We hired a transporta-
tion company to send a truck capable of transporting up to 20,000 sperm straws in liquid nitrogen for us, and we 
shipped 2,931 strain samples from Dallas to our lab.” 
*****  
A comprehensive collection of the Beutler lines now resides inside MU’s Discovery Ridge facility. The MMRRC consid-
ers the lines to be one of its major collections. 
Beutler still resides in Dallas, continuing his research in immunology and genetics in his lab at the University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center. 
”He is a really nice guy; very easy going.” Waterman said. “I met with him about some of the nuts-and-bolts of the 
move, and he was very accommodating.” 
“He’s a true visionary,” Amos-Landgraf observed. “I think it required a lot of bold foresight and enterprise to make 
the big investment he made. The Beutler lines are unique: 3,000 lines, they all carry multiple mutations, and they’ve 
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“The reason why that’s really so important, or why that’s fundamentally different than all other mouse collections, is 
that when you think about humans, we all have lots of different variants in our genomes — that’s why we’re all dif-
ferent. No two people, except for twins, are genetically identical. 
“So, the genetics and the genetic variation between people are really important to understand,” Amos-Landgraf said. 
“Understanding how variants — not necessarily mutations, just variations of a certain gene — can influence whether 
or not you get a disease. They may influence the disease process only very slightly, or only under certain conditions, 
but that can make all the difference. These lines are on the forefront of the effort to understand precision medicine. 
In other words, how multiple mutations interact or how very subtle variations in a gene can affect the phenotype of 
disease. That’s one way we are trying to understand personalized medicine. Here at Mizzou we can look at these 
mice to gain a better understanding of why certain people get diseases like cancer. This makes Mizzou truly a unique 
research institution.”  
Eek, A Genetically Modified Mouse! 
Consider the humble mouse. The trigger of many a 
phobia, mice have startled the daylights out of 
most of the world’s population, damaged uncounta-
ble homes, and turned tons of personal possessions 
into shreds. Mice like to party through the wee 
hours of the morning, squeaking and screaking like 
tiny gothic hinges, while we grumble and check the 
alarm clock every 20 minutes. 
Particularly discouraging, mice eat 15 to- 20 times 
a day, yet remain tiny little things. 
And, of course, mice can carry more than 100 hu-
man pathogens. Mice, it would seem, are naughty 
by nature. 
Still, the mouse is easy to admire. It can jump like 
Michael Jordan, climb like Tensing Norgay, and 
swim like Katie Ledecky. And, for more than a cen-
tury, mice have been helping to save the human 
race. 
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Eek, A Genetically Modified Mouse! 
Consider the humble mouse. The trigger of many a phobia, mice have startled the daylights out of most of the 
world’s population, damaged uncountable homes, and turned tons of personal possessions into shreds. Mice like to 
party through the wee hours of the morning, squeaking and screaking like tiny gothic hinges, while we grumble and 
check the alarm clock every 20 minutes. 
Particularly discouraging, mice eat 15 to- 20 times a day, yet remain tiny little things. 
And, of course, mice can carry more than 100 human pathogens. Mice, it would seem, are naughty by nature. 
Still, the mouse is easy to admire. It can jump like Michael Jordan, climb like Tensing Norgay, and swim like Katie 
Ledecky. And, for more than a century, mice have been helping to save the human race. 
***** 
When scientists began working with mice, they didn’t know anything about DNA, and had only slightly more 
knowledge about genes. Around 1900, the scientific community rediscovered Mendel’s laws and wondered if his work 
— based entirely on plants — might explain all aspects of inheritance from individuals in other species groups, in-
cluding in ourselves or other mammals. 
The mammal these scientists were most interested in learning about was the human; it was also the animal they 
could not use for genetic studies. 
Mice were the obvious choice for research. Small, gentle and easily housed, they adapt well to new surroundings and 
reproduce prolifically. A female house mouse can give birth to a dozen or more offspring every four weeks, or about 
150 per year. Mice have a naturally short lifespan, so several generations can be observed in a relatively short peri-
od. 
Collections of mice were readily available in Victorian England. Mouse fanciers were already breeding the little crea-
tures to produce coats of more interesting colors and patterns. 
Many of today’s most popular laboratory mouse strains are direct descendants of those original “fancy mice.” 
***** 
The period of 1900-1911 yielded important developments in the subjects of inheritance, mutation, and the differenti-
ation of genetic traits. However, two world wars, a global recession, and an influenza pandemic slowed scientific ad-
vancement in genetics to a crawl for 30 years. 
In the early ‘70s, scientists produced the first recombinant DNA molecules and cloned the first animal gene. In 1974, 
researchers created the first mice with foreign DNA inserted into their genetic material. The inserted genes were pre-
sent in every cell, but the mice did not pass the transgene to their offspring. 
In 1981, the first transgenic animal was created in which the transferred gene would be expressed in the mouse and 
its future offspring. The ‘80s and ‘90s exploded with advancements in genetics. 
Mice were the research vehicle of choice a century ago for reasons that were logical, but largely convenient. The de-
cisive factor in their furry little favor as research animals came later: the genetic, biologic and behavior characteris-
tics of mice closely resemble those of humans. Mice naturally develop conditions that mimic human diseases, such as 
cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes. 
***** 
Developments during the past 20 years have allowed researchers to create custom-made mice through gene target-
ing in mouse embryonic stem cells. Site-directed mutagenesis is the molecular biology method used to make these 
specific, intentional changes to the DNA sequence of a gene. The most frequent use of the technique is to make 
“knockout” mice — animals genetically engineered so they lack a specific gene, which allows researchers to study 
gene function as it relates to the entire organism. 
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By observing what happens to animals with certain genes removed, researchers can identify the function of the 
gene, and whether it is linked with a disease or faulty embryonic development. Armed with this knowledge, they can 
then produce and test new drugs to combat that disease. 
These genetically modified mice have offered huge amounts of information about the function of an array of mouse 
genes and their human counterparts. As breakthroughs in science go, few in recent decades have been larger than 
the creation of genetically modified animals. 
***** 
Selectively bred mice play a critical role in developing the medical wonders of today and tomorrow. Yet, developing 
unique, genetically modified strains of mice for their own studies would be a costly and time-consuming process for 
most biomedical researchers. So, where does the global research community find all these mice? 
Research scientists in fields from immunology to cancer can save time and money by acquiring genetic material from 
a repository of previously engineered strains, such as the University of Missouri’s Mutant Mouse Resource and Re-
search Center. 
The MU-MMRRC imports, stores and distributes a vast number of mutant mouse and rat strains and embryonic stem 
cells for research. It is one of only four such centers in the United States. The purposes and pertinence of research 
rodents articulates the importance of the MU-MMRRC, whose primary function is to supply biomedical investigators 
with the necessary components for their research. 
Currently, the MU-MMRRC houses 3,882 mouse strains and counting. In 2016, they distributed 208 mice from 28 
different strains to researchers at 36 institutions across the United States and to 33 institutions in 16 other coun-
tries. 
MU hasn’t stopped with mice. Researchers also work with a close relative — the rat, and an even larger animal — the 
pig. Rats are not just big mice; they have been invaluable to areas of biomedical research where the mouse has not 
replicated human disease such as behavior, cardiovascular disease and transplantation. To this end, MU is also home 
to the Rat Resource and Research Center (RRRC), the only resource of its kind that produces and distributes valuable 
rat models. The National Swine Resource and Research Center (NSRRC) is also located at MU developing pig models 
to study and develop treatments for human disease and organ transplantation research. Swine are even closer rela-
tives to people and are required when researchers need a model that is similar in size to people. 
MU College of Veterinary Medicine Opens  
Large Animal Ambulatory Facility  
The veterinary medicine service that is home on the range now has a new home, following the grand opening on Fri-
day, April 21, of the University of Missouri Veterinary Health Center’s Large Animal Ambulatory facility just south of 
Clydesdale Hall. 
The building provides space for offices and a classroom ― with room to grow ― on the upper level. The lower level 
offers garage bays for the ambulatory vehicles: fully stocked trucks that go out to farms to diagnose and treat the 
medical and surgical needs of animals within approximately a 40-mile radius of the university. 
The Columbia Chamber of Commerce Ambassadors helped with the ribbon cutting to celebrate the opening of the new Veterinary 
Health Center Ambulatory facility. Representing the VHC were Chairman of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery John Dodam (second 
from left), Facility Supervisor Jason Brandow (third from left), Professor of Food Animal Medicine and Surgery John Middleton 
(center), and VHC Hospital Director David Wilson.  
“When you grow, you eventually run out of space,” said John Middleton, DVM, PhD, a professor of food animal medi-
cine and surgery. “So one of the initiatives here was to provide more teaching and office space in addition to the gar-
age.” 
Middleton said he has seen class sizes increase from approximately 65 to about 120 students per incoming first-year 
class during the 16 years he has worked at the College of Veterinary Medicine. He recalled that when he arrived on 
campus, the Veterinary Health Center had one ambulatory vehicle; now it has five. 
“While we were working on this facility we recognized that, ‘If we’re going to have a 5,000-square-foot footprint, giv-
en the size of our campus and the limited space we have, and also the need for space to expand what we do in 
Clydesdale Hall, thinking vertically, if you will, was a good option,” Middleton said. 
“Our goal was to put this in close proximity to the large animal hospitals, and by so doing, we could put faculty offic-
es in it,” Middleton continued. “Obviously, you could build a facility like this at Middlebush Farm, but then it’s discon-
nected from what we do here. Many of our faculty not only serve as the ambulatory clinicians, but also work in the 
hospital. We needed to be in close proximity. We’re very happy to have this additional space.” 
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MU’s Campus Facilities office performed the design and architecture work for the new building. The project cost to 
date is about $2.5 million, all of which came from funds allocated by the Missouri Senate and House Agriculture 
Committee to expand MU’s large animal veterinary medicine program. 
“In 2013, we testified in front of the legislature and made some requests to expand our food animal and large animal 
program. This building was part of that request,” Middleton recalled. “We’re now in the fourth year of that funding 
and we strategically saved some of that money each year to pay for this building. We also used that money to do 
other strategic initiatives for the large animal program, which include travel grants for our students to get off-
campus experiences in rural large animal practice, and we’ve also hired a swine extension veterinarian, something 
that we had not had for several years, who is now serving the state with regard to swine. So, the legislative money 
is very important to us, and we’re very thankful that the legislators brought that funding to the forefront.” 
In recent years, the veterinary profession has followed population trends by moving to more urban areas and treat-
ing companion animals, such as dogs and cats. There is a shortage of veterinarians in rural areas. 
“One of our initiatives as a college is to try to increase programs that will hopefully train people who are interested in 
practicing in rural areas, and our ambulatory program is an important component of that,” Middleton said. 
“This allows us to get on the farm and provide services rather than the animals coming to us, although we do that, 
too,” Middleton stated. “We see about 1,400 food animal cases a year in the hospital. Our ambulatory service, be-
tween equine and food animal, sees about 12,000 animals a year. The ambulatory service allows us to get out in the 
field and do things without clients having to put animals in a trailer and bring them in. We deal with some sizeable 
operations. If you have 100 head of cattle that need to be vaccinated, it makes more sense to go out in the field and 
do that. 
“Probably the important point for our veterinary students is if we only teach them in the confines of the hospital, with 
specialized restraint facilities and other specialized equipment, they never really get the full practical experience of 
what it takes to work in a rural practice,” Middleton continued. “We need to provide them with experiences that are 
realistic and in the context of what they are going to do when they practice. The ambulatory practice is very much a 
hands-on approach. There’s a benefit to our students in seeing veterinary practice in a different context than in the 
hospital. Most clinical situations in rural areas are not going to look like our hospital. 
“And, there’s a benefit to local farmers,” Middleton added. “Most of our veterinarians have advanced training; they 
are specialists. They can bring a different degree of specialization and help interpret complex problems that would 
sometimes be difficult in general practice.” 
The range of on-site services performed by the ambulatory staff include preventive care, vaccinations, wireless digi-
tal radiography, pregnancy diagnosis, ultrasound, dentistry, lameness examinations, castration, herd health disease 
testing, and more. Work is performed by appointment and a 24-hour emergency service is available. 
The faculty veterinarians and interns who staff the large animal ambulatory service have made routine and emergen-
cy “farm calls” for horses and other farm animals for more than 10 years. While they are treating animals, the staff 
are also training the next generation of veterinarians. 
Hillda, Half of the CVM’s  
First Mule Team, Passes Away at 41  
MU College of Veterinary Medicine faculty, staff 
and students said farewell to Hillda, one of the 
original members of the college’s Mule Team, earli-
er today. The mules serve as goodwill ambassa-
dors for the CVM and Mizzou. Due to Hillda’s ad-
vanced years and deteriorating health, a team of 
veterinary professionals determined that euthana-
sia was the most humane course of action. 
Hillda and her mule team partner, Louise, came to 
the college in 1984. Dr. Robert Kahrs, who was 
then dean of the veterinary school, purchased the 
mules from a Howard County farmer and brought 
them to Columbia to become the school’s mascots. 
A gift from Hill’s Pet Nutrition financed the pur-
chased, and Hillda’s name was taken from that of 
the company. 
As the official college ambassadors, Hillda and 
Louise traveled throughout Missouri, attending an 
average of 50 events per year. For 12 years, they 
participated in parades and picnics, visited petting 
zoos, gave wagon rides, and raised awareness of 
the state’s mule heritage. They also served an in-
tegral role in the veterinary education of students 
who participated in the college’s Mule Club. Mule 
Biomarker Test for Lou Gehrig’s Disease Useful in Diagnosing Canine Neurodegener-
ative Disease 
Mizzou researchers seek clinical trial participants for further treatment study 
May 03, 2017 
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Recently Retired Associate Dean  
to Give Graduation Address  
Ron Cott, DVM, will be the keynote speaker during the University of 
Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine’s 68th commencement ex-
ercises May 12. Graduation ceremonies will begin at 2 p.m. in MU’s 
Jesse Auditorium. 
Cott recently retired as the associate dean for Student and Alumni 
Affairs and executive director of Advancement for the CVM. He re-
ceived his doctor of veterinary medicine from MU in 1973. After 
spending three years in the Army, he spent 25 years in private 
companion animal practice in the Kansas City, Missouri, area. He 
was appointed associate dean for Student and Alumni Affairs for 
the CVM in 2001, and in 2008 he took on additional responsibilities 
as executive director of Advancement. During this time, he also 
served as course director for the college’s Fundamentals of Veteri-
nary Business Management course and advisor to the Veterinary 
Business Management Association. 
Cott is a faculty member of the Institute of Healthcare Communica-
tions, a program designed to teach veterinary communications, and 
is a certified DiSC Profile facilitator. He provides consulting services 
for private veterinary practices in practice management, communi-
cations and leadership. He also works part time for the CVM as a 
consultant. 
He served in the House of Delegates of the American Veterinary 
Medical Association as the delegate representing the Missouri Vet-
erinary Medical Association (MVMA) until 2009. He has been hon-
ored as the MVMA Veterinarian of the Year, the 2010 Robert E. 
Hertzog Leadership Award recipient, the CVM Alumnus of the Year, 
and the university’s Gold Chalk and Excellence in Education awards 
recipient. 
Cott founded the Veterinary Enrichment and Teambuilding orientation program for the CVM in 2005 after becoming a 
facilitator for the national Veterinary Leadership Experience. Recognizing the power of servant leadership and self- 
and social-awareness, his passion to share these attributes remains a primary focus for his involvement in the veteri-
nary profession. 
The Class of 2017 comprises 112 graduates. They have chosen Timothy DelValle to give a response on behalf of the 
class.  
Adding Sash to Gown:  
CVM PhD Chosen as Doctoral Commencement Marshal  
The selection of student marshals is a proud tradition for 
the University of Missouri and a great honor for those stu-
dents. Pamela Adkins, DVM, MS, DACVIM, a PhD candidate 
in MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine, has been selected 
to receive this honor and continue the tradition by serving 
as the doctoral marshal for May 2017 commencement ex-
ercises. 
“Pamela was nominated by her faculty advisor, which is 
often the case, although we sometimes receive nomina-
tions by staff or program directors as well. We do not ac-
cept self-nominations,” according to Ashley Siebenaler, 
coordinator of student services in the Office of Graduate 
Studies. “Once we receive the nominations, a committee 
makes the final selection. We look at things in addition to 
academic excellence, such as contributions to the MU com-
munity.” 
Wearing a marshal’s sash, Adkins will be the first doctoral 
student to enter Jesse Auditorium on Saturday, May 13. 
She will be the first doctoral student to walk across the 
stage and receive her doctoral hood. She will be hooded by 
her adviser and mentor, John R. Middleton, DVM, PhD, 
DACVIM, professor of food animal medicine and surgery 
and the assistant director of the Agricultural Experiment Station at the CVM. 
Middleton is also her colleague. Adkins has taken a tenure track assistant professor position in the Food Animal Ser-
vice of the Department of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery. 
“Pamela Adkins is one of the most talented and hard-working students I have trained,” said Middleton. “She has al-
ready demonstrated a capacity to balance the triple threat of teaching, research and service, and has given of herself 
to the MU and external community in many ways. I am truly honored to work with her.” 
Adkins received a doctor of veterinary medicine and a master’s degree from The Ohio State University. After a clini-
cal internship at Ohio State, she came to MU in 2011 to complete a food animal medicine and surgery residency and 
pursue a doctorate in pathobiology with a focus on bovine mastitis. Adkins’ research interests include molecular epi-
demiology of infectious diseases and all aspects of internal medicine in cattle, small ruminants and camelids. 
“Just being nominated to fulfill this role is a rare privilege,” Adkins said. “To actually be selected is humbling. I can-
not thank Dr. Middleton and the committee enough for this honor.” 
As a student marshal, Adkins will assist in organizing and leading an orderly procession of fellow students from line-
up locations to designated seating areas for commencement. In their roles, marshals help to ensure that commence-
ment is a successful and memorable experience for graduates, their families and friends, and invited guests of the 
university. 
Student Startup to Provide  
In-Home Pet Care  
Wendy Evans and Kaitlin McDaniel took a business concept 
to the 2017 Student American Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion (SAVMA) Symposium and came home with a second-
place finish and $5,000 in seed money. 
Evans and McDaniel, third- and second-year students, re-
spectively, at MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine, present-
ed their concept for a business venture they call House Col-
lars Concierge Vet Techs during the Idea Competition at 
the symposium, hosted by Texas A&M University. 
House Collars plans to offer skilled, professional home care 
for companion animals. The concept and business model 
for House Collars revolves around a medical bag, the his-
toric symbol of a medical professional who becomes part of 
a community by going into its neighborhoods to provide 
care. 
“The idea of the medical bag is why our name is House Col-
lars,” McDaniel says. “It’s kind of an homage back to the 
origins of veterinary medicine when everything was a 
house call.” 
The business will serve as an adjunct to the veterinary 
practices that oversee the care of client pets. 
“If a veterinarian diagnoses an animal with diabetes, for 
example, the pet owner would pick up the syringes and 
insulin, and then our technicians would administer it,” Ev-
ans explained. 
The two partners are working on their doctors of veterinary 
medicine, but have always been interested in the business 
world. 
“I just woke up one day and said, ‘I’m going to go to vet 
school,’ but I’ve always had an inclination for business,” says McDaniel, a native of Marshall, Missouri. “I worked at a 
pharmaceutical research company, which allowed me to combine project management skills with learning about 
medicine. That prepared me to try veterinary medicine. Once I got here, Wendy and I both quickly became involved 
in the Veterinary Business Management Association (VBMA). We each served a year as president of the business club 
here.” 
“Kate is also the current national vice president of the VBMA,” added Evans, who hails from Springfield, Missouri.   
“We worked on this almost a full year,” Evans said. “We first heard about the Idea Competition before last year’s 
SAVMA symposium. We started brainstorming ideas then, submitted our idea in June 2016, and continued to work 
on it up until this year’s SAVMA in March.” 
“When the Idea Competition presented itself, we talked to a lot of clinicians here at school, asking, ‘What are some 
gaps that you see in veterinary medicine? What are some problems or obstacles that maybe we can help ameliorate 
when we enter this competition?’” McDaniel explained. “We had a lot of different perspectives.” 
A visit to Evans’ parents in Springfield provided a moment of clarity. 
 
Wendy Evans (left) and Kaitlin McDaniel, from MU’s College of 
Veterinary Medicine, present their plan for House Collars Conci-
erge Vet Techs during the Idea Competition at SAVMA Sympo-
sium 2017.  
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“Her dad said, ‘So, it’s like an ambulance for dogs,’” McDaniel recalled. “Then, he said, ‘That’s too complicated. Why 
not just do nail trims?’ I thought that made sense. We listed tasks that the everyday pet owner can find arduous or 
cumbersome: nail trims, anal gland expressions, eye and ear cleaning, and things of that nature. Those responsibili-
ties are more on the wellness side. Then, we worked up to things like after-care for more clinical or post-operative 
services. When a dog may be going through a traumatic accident or a major surgery, they need a lot of follow-up 
care; we can provide that kind of in-home service.” 
“Even pets that are on metronomic chemotherapy,” Evans adds. “Say, their parents are going away for the weekend 
and they can’t find somebody who is comfortable handling chemotherapy drugs. There are many applications.” 
***** 
After outlining the types of services suited to in-home care, the partners turned their attention to identifying their 
potential customers. 
“We started thinking about the different kinds of demographics or customer archetypes that would have struggles 
keeping up with their pets’ health maintenance,” Evans stated. 
“Our core value became, ‘We see the problems that pet owners face,’” McDaniel recalled. “This was from our custom-
er validation survey.” 
“We had 250 responses, and Kate read every one of them,” according to Evans. “We had a ranking system where 
they could rate their problems: appointments take time away from my schedule or veterinary instructions are not 
easily followed. In a busy practice, it can seem like the clinicians are saying, ‘Here’s your dog, here’s your feeding 
tube, here’s four pages of instructions, good luck and goodbye.’ The customer may be nodding their head in the ex-
***** 
Home care offers obvious advantages to pet owners: they can avoid traffic, time away from work, crowded waiting 
rooms, and feeling like a number. Instead, they can enjoy safe and simple access to care and personalized service in 
the comfort and privacy of their home. 
Home-care practitioners benefit too, from low overhead and freedom from the confines of an office. The House Col-
lars entrepreneurs also see benefits ― not competition ― for veterinarians, citing workflow efficiency, team advoca-
cy, a higher level of compliance and fewer chances of harmful complications. 
They say veterinarians could see additional pet referrals, because House Collars will encourage pet owners to visit a 
clinic, and to keep their follow-up appointments via a reminder service. Regular visits can allow veterinarians to de-
tect diseases earlier, leading to healthier pets and a healthy pet practice with more time for other clinical services. 
The entrepreneurs behind House Collars will themselves become veterinarians, but will concentrate on managing the 
business while registered veterinary technicians make the house calls. The business positions itself as “concierge vet 
techs,” and the partners say the techs are another group who stands to benefit from their business. 
“So many technicians don’t get to work a full 40 hours and receive benefits in their clinics, so they want to have a 
second income,” McDaniel says. “This is a way to pick up some extra cash. Any technician can sign up to be a House 
Collar tech, knowing that we’ll handle the reservations, the scheduling and making sure the liability is covered, so all 
they have to do is show up at the house and provide the extra care.“ 
“The technicians function somewhat like Uber drivers,” Evans adds. “We provide a medical bag and they get paid 
when they take appointments.” 
In addition to their academic gifts and business acumen, it would seem the women possess a talent for time man-
agement. 
“Coming up with the idea we wanted to submit for the competition, as well as all of the customer discovery and idea validation, 
that was all us,” McDaniel says. “We spent months wondering, ‘Is this even a viable service, would people want to buy it?’ We did a 
lot of interviews and surveys. We talked to a lot of people. At first, we struggled a little bit to put all this together. It was a chal-
lenge to come up with a solution that satisfied all parties and covered all the necessary bases.”  
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 “To be fair, we had a lot of help,” Evans admits. “Obviously, nobody can do it but you, but we’ve gotten help from our national 
mentors, and we’ve enlisted a couple of classes at the Trulaske College of Business. One is building us a business plan and the other 
one is building us a market penetration strategy. We have been in touch with the School of Journalism and they’re going to make 
us an ad campaign in the fall. We’ve been using our on-campus resources.”  
Rare Feline Genetic Disorders Identified Through Whole Genome Sequencing at MU 
Findings could help feline preservationists implement breeding strategies for rare species 
May 10, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
Link: 
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0510-rare-feline-genetic-disorders-identified-through-whole-genome-
sequencing-at-mu/ 
Research Day Highlights  
Student Achievements  
The University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine 
celebrated scientific exploration with its annual Research 
Day May 5, 2017. CVM students, interns, residents, and 
graduate and postdoctoral students presented their schol-
arly research projects in either poster format or oral lec-
tures. A total of 78 abstracts were presented. During an 
evening banquet, 22 new members were inducted into Phi 
Zeta, which is the honor society of veterinary medicine, 
and more than $7,500 in awards were distributed for re-
search excellence. 
The day also featured a keynote presentation by veterinary 
epidemiologist Emily Pieracci, DVM, MPH, of the Centers for 
Disease Control Division of High Consequence Pathogens 
and Pathology, Poxvirus and Rabies Branch. Pieracci ad-
dressed the topic, “Controlling Canine Rabies: Can’t We 
Just Vaccinate All the Dogs?” 
This year’s Research Day sponsors were the CVM Dean’s 
Office and Office of Research, Nestle Purina, Zoetis, the 
Hartley Endowment, CVM Departments of Veterinary Sur-
gery and Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, the Veterinary 
Medical Diagnostic Laboratory, the Comparative Oncology 
Program, Phi Zeta Veterinary Honor Society and Gilbreath 
McLorn Comparative Medicine Endowment. 
A photo gallery can be found on the CVM Facebook (LINK: 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/MUCVM/photos/?
tab=album&album_id=10156099804174128) page. 
The following individuals captured awards for their presen-
tations: 
Veterinary Professional Students  
Posters: 
Kaitlin Bishop, first place 
Victoria Landreth, second place 
Chelsea Zorn, third place 
Tracy Swanson, fourth place 
Elizabeth Daugherty, fourth place 
Presentations: 
Rachael Shulte, first place 
Renee Girens, second place 
Interns, First-year Residents and Graduate Students 
Posters and Presentations: 
Madeline Simon, first place 
Heather Bornheim, second place 
Paige Hargis, third place 
Blair Hobbs, fourth place 
CVM students, interns, residents, and graduate and postdoc-
toral students presented their scholarly research projects in 
either poster format or oral lectures during the 2017 CVM Re-
Emily Pieracci, DVM, of the Centers for Disease Control pre-
sented the keynote lecture during the CVM  
Research Day.  
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CVM’s Broad Spectrum  
Receives Campus Accolade  
A student group at MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM) has received a 2017 Catalyst Award from the universi-
ty’s LGBTQ Resource Center. 
Mizzou Broad Spectrum, founded in 2015, is a chapter of the Broad Spectrum Veterinary Student Association, a 
North American group that works to promote acceptance and inclusion in the veterinary profession. 
“We're so thankful for this award,” said Madison Minter, Broad Spectrum co-President and second-year CVM student. 
“We work very hard to make our club inclusive to students, residents, clinicians, faculty, and staff because we really 
believe in our club's message. Not only do we want to raise awareness about LGBTQ+ issues and make a difference, 
but we want our allies — people who do not identify as LGBTQ+ — to join us and feel empowered as well.” 
The Catalyst Awards is an annual event aimed at bringing together activists, volunteers, students and local residents 
to recognize individuals or organizations who work to support the LGBTQ+ community. LGBTQ+ is an inclusive ini-
tialism for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer, questioning, asexual and other individuals who self-
identify on sexual orientation and gender expression. 
Established in 1998, the awards were originally created to honor activists who worked to bring sexual orientation to 
the UM System non-discrimination policy. According to the LGBTQ Resource Center, the awards “honor those who 
speak up, out, and often” for the LGBTQ+ community. 
“This award means a lot to our organization as it shows that our efforts are having an impact, not just in the CVM 
community, but also in conjunction with other LGBTQ+ groups and individuals on main campus,” said co-President 
Rhiannon Koehler, a second-year student at the CVM. “We believe that the experiences of LGBTQ+ individuals in vet-
erinary medicine are unique and important, and we appreciate any opportunity to educate others on this topic. We 
hope this award will lead to additional partnerships so that we can continue to spread our message to more people 
and make a real difference for LGBTQ+ individuals in our admirable and cherished profession.” 
Mizzou Broad Spectrum was nominated for the award by its faculty advisors, Joan Coates, DVM, MS, DACVIM, a pro-
fessor of neurology at the CVM, and Eileen Hasser, PhD, a professor at the Dalton Cardiovascular Research Center.  
Accepting Mizzou Broad Spectrum’s 2017 Catalyst Award are 
(from left) Eileen Hasser, Madison Minter, Rhiannon Koehler, 
Amanda Cox,  Joan Coates and Angela Tennison, CVM associ-
ate dean for Student Affairs.  
Advanced Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Students 
Posters:  
Susheel Busi, first place 
Joshua Willix, second place 
Asher Kantor, third place 
Dylan Olver, fourth place 
Presentations: 
Mike Fink, first place 
Brian Ruyle, second place 
Donna Stearns Award for Research Excellence: Vet-
erinary Professional Student  
Michael Schacher 
Donna Stearns Award for Research Excellence: In-
terns, Residents, Graduate Students and Postdoctor-
al Students 
Rachel Kline 
Mike Fink, DVM, won first place honors for his research presen-
tation in the Advanced Graduate Students and Postdoctoral 
Students category.  
Awards, Scholarships  
Total More Than $300,000  
More than $300,000 was awarded May 9 during the MU 
College of Veterinary Medicine’s 2017 Honors Banquet, 
held at the Courtyard by Marriott in Columbia, Missouri. 
The event featured the presentation of more than 70 
awards for scholastic achievement, clinical proficiency, 
community service and leadership. Awards were also 
presented in memory of former students and beloved 
pets. Veterinary medical students shared the spotlight 
with faculty members, house officers and staff. 
Two new teaching awards were presented for online in-
struction. The Harrison-Kaplan Online Graduate Teaching 
Award was presented to Small Animal Emergency and 
Critical Care Teaching Professor Marie Kerl, DVM, MPH, 
for excellence in online graduate student engagement, 
course development and course management and deliv-
ery. The Harrison-Kaplan Online Undergraduate Teaching 
Award was presented to Technician Stephanie Gilliam, 
RVT, VTS, BS, for excellence in online undergraduate 
student engagement, course development and course 
management and delivery. 
Students in each academic class selected an outstanding 
teacher to receive 2017 Golden Aesculapius Teaching 
Awards. Winners were Cathy Kovarik, DVM, PhD, associ-
ate teaching professor of veterinary neuroscience and 
large animal gross anatomy, honored by the Class of 
2020; Fred Williams III, DVM, assistant clinical professor 
of pathology, honored by the Class of 2019; Scott Poock, 
DVM, associate extension professor, honored by the 
Class of 2018; and Dusty Nagy, DVM, PhD, associate 
teaching professor in food animal medicine and surgery, 
who was chosen by the graduating Class of 2017. 
Williams was honored with a second teaching award 
when he was presented the Student Chapter of the 
American Veterinary Medical Association (SCAVMA) 
Teaching Award for Basic Sciences. The recipient is cho-
sen by first- and second-year veterinary students for 
immense contributions to the students’ education and 
progression through the veterinary curriculum. The 
SCAVMA Teaching Award for Clinical Sciences, chosen by 
the third- and fourth-year classes, was presented to Ali-
son LaCarrubba DVM, an assistant teaching professor in 
equine medicine. The award is based on dedication to 
student education, progression toward clinical competen-
cy and development of professional abilities. 
The senior class also honored a veterinary technician 
who had an impact on their clinical experience. Alyssa 
Doner, RVT, a technician in the Small Animal Surgery 
Service, received this year’s honor. 
The Dadd Award honors excellence in veterinary medicine teaching as judged by peers. The 2017 recipient was Den-
nis O’Brien, DVM, PhD, professor and Chancellor’s Chair of Excellence in Neurology. 
Catherine Vogelweid was the winner of the Zoetis Distinguished 
Veterinary Teacher Award.  
Dennis O’Brien (left) received the Dadd Award from CVM Dean 
Neil C. Olson (center) and last year’s recipient, Fred Williams III.  
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Faculty members also nominate the recipient of the Zoetis 
Award for Veterinary Research Excellence, which is present-
ed to a faculty member or graduate student whose research 
related to veterinary medicine has promise of national 
recognition. This year’s winner was Elizabeth Bryda, PhD, a 
professor in the Department of Veterinary Pathobiology and 
the director of the Rat Resource and Resource Center and 
the MU Animal Modeling Core. 
Each year members of the student body select an outstand-
ing teacher who, through ability, dedication, character and 
leadership, contributes to the advancement of the profession 
as the recipient of the Zoetis Distinguished Veterinary 
Teacher Award. The Class of 2017 selected Catherine Vogel-
weid, DVM PhD, clinical professor of veterinary pathology 
and emergency and disaster response to receive the award. 
A number of awards were presented to students prior to the 
Honors Banquet. A complete list of awards and recipients 
can be found here. (Link:   http://cvm.missouri.edu/News/2017HonorsBanquet.pdf) 
Elizabeth Bryda accepted the Zoetis Award for Veterinary 
Research Excellence from CVM Dean Neil C. Olson, last year’s 
recipient Jeffrey Bryan, DVM, PhD, and Tom Kent of Zoetis.  
CVM-Housed Database Helps Veterinary Researchers  
Investigate Diseases, Track Trends  
The rate of American men with prostate cancer saw a surge in the 
1990s following the development of the prostate-specific antigen 
test. While the spike may have seemed alarming, there is no evi-
dence that there was an increase in the number of men developing 
prostate cancer; rather the PSA test allowed doctors to diagnose 
the disease earlier and more accurately. 
In 2005, Jeffrey N. Bryan, DVM, MS, PhD, DACVIM (Oncology), had 
recently completed a residency in medical oncology and was work-
ing as a research assistant professor at the University of Missouri 
College of Veterinary Medicine. To further examine the role of dogs 
as models for human disease, Bryan investigated whether there 
was any correlation between the rate of prostate cancer diagnoses 
in dogs and that of people. 
“Following the attention on prostate cancer of the late 1990s, the 
veterinary profession became more aware of the disease in dogs,” 
Bryan said. “It was interesting to look at that parallel.” 
Bryan, now an associate professor at MU, focused on whether 
there was an association between castration and the risk of pros-
tate cancer development. To gather the data needed to investigate 
his theory, he turned to the Veterinary Medical Database (VMDB). 
The VMDB allowed him to examine the medical records of more 
than 2,000 dogs. 
William Priester, DVM, MPH, of the National Institutes of Health 
National Cancer Institute started the VMDB in 1964. The original 
goal was to track cancer occurrences among domestic animals 
seen at schools and colleges of veterinary medicine in the United 
States and Canada. Michigan State University was the first institu-
tion to submit data, which at the time was manually re-entered 
onto punch cards and stored on the computer system of the era. 
The University of Missouri was the next veterinary program to join the effort in 1965, with an additional 27 programs 
joining during subsequent years. Member institutions contributed information about all species of animals treated in 
their hospitals for all diseases and conditions. Information gathered included the age, sex, location, symptoms, treat-
ments and outcomes of the animal patients. 
In 1975 with Priester about to retire, a consortium of schools met and formed the Association of Veterinary Medical 
Program Participants to administer the database. Allen Hahn, a professor of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery at the 
University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM), who had been involved with the VMDB since its incep-
tion, was elected president and began the work of finding a new home for the growing volume of veterinary medical 
data. 
The VMDB was transferred from the NIH to Cornell University in New York. In 1987 the database was moved to Pur-
due University in Indiana, and in 2006, it was moved again, this time to servers housed at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. A budget cut and loss of office space at Illinois in 2014 prompted another relocation of the 
VMDB to the MU CVM, where it remains. 
Wayde Shipman, DVM, who also possesses a master’s degree in computer information systems, of Virginia-Maryland 
College of Veterinary Medicine, was the association’s president at the time. He worked with Matthew Keeler, associ-
ate director of Information Technology at MU, to coordinate the transfer of data from the old servers to newer equip-
ment that was available at the CVM. 
Loren Schultz, DVM  
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“The old servers were at risk of failing so we moved the data to more stable equipment available here at MU.” Keeler 
said. “We have plans to get everything on the most current-generation hardware and operating systems this sum-
mer. Other than the ones in our hospital and diagnostic lab information systems, VMDB is the largest database we 
administer in the college.” 
MU CVM Associate Teaching Professor Loren Schultz, DVM, is serving as the president of the association for a two-
year term. Hahn, now an emeritus professor at the MU CVM, serves as the program director. 
Since the database was moved to MU, the existing interface has been refined. Lingxue Wu, an MU graduate student 
working in the office of the director of informatics, developed software to automate online inquiries for case infor-
mation. Previously, requests for information had to be managed by an individual. 
Schultz said his goals as association president are to expand the number of universities with veterinary colleges sub-
mitting case information and develop software to collect that data so that submission of information can also be ex-
pedited. There are currently about a dozen veterinary hospitals still involved with the VMDB. 
“The problem now is submitting information is not automated,” Schultz said. “Someone has to collect it and code it. 
We want to make that easier so it’s seamless, which will encourage more veterinary hospitals to come on board.” 
CVM Introduces “The World’s Newest  
Veterinarians” at 2017 Graduation  
MU’s College of Veterinary Medicine graduated its 68th class – 112 
newly minted veterinarians – during the college’s 2017 Academic 
Convocation on Friday, May 12, at Jesse Auditorium. 
The occasion was more celebratory than solemn, with frequent in-
terjections of humor by Dean Neil Olson, keynote speaker Ron 
Cott, and Tim DelValle, who gave the response on behalf of the 
graduating class. 
Olson, DVM, PhD, highlighted students’ activities and accomplish-
ments outside of their rigorous academic and clinical requirements. 
“During their four years in veterinary school, our students have 
given college tours, visited nursing homes, displayed mules, col-
lected supplies for animal shelters, and educated the public about 
birds of prey and conservation,” Olson observed. “They have 
helped to put on an annual open house that showcases the col-
lege and profession to the public. And during their clinical train-
ing, they have served as the interface between our college and 
animal owners. They have done all of these things while simulta-
neously learning the science and clinical medicine necessary to be-
come world-class veterinarians.” 
Olson also saluted “the parents, grandparents, spouses, partners, 
children, mentors, friends and faculty for providing the love, sup-
port and educational network needed for the graduates to realize 
their ambition of becoming doctors of veterinary medicine.” 
Two of those parents, Don and Sylvia Spain, traveled from South 
Royalton, Vermont, to watch their daughter, Heather, receive her 
DVM. “I never thought I’d see her with ‘Dr.’ in front of her name,” 
Don Spain said. “Since she was a little girl, she always said she was 
going to be a veterinarian, but I never put much stock in it then. 
But, now, she’s done it. We are so proud of her.” 
Heather Spain said she will begin a small animal medicine and sur-
gery rotating internship in June in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. “I’m 
interested in pursuing a residency program after that,” she said. 
“I’m interested in internal medicine and emergency and critical 
care, but I haven’t decided which one I’ll pursue a residency in 
yet.” 
Keynote speaker Cott, DVM, retired as associate dean for Student 
and Alumni Affairs and executive director of Advancement for the 
CVM. He has been honored as the Missouri Veterinary Medical As-
sociation Veterinarian of the Year, the Robert E. Hertzog Leader-
ship Award recipient, CVM Alumnus of the Year, and a recipient of 
the university’s Gold Chalk Award and Excellence in Education 
Award. He also has a reputation as a storyteller. 
Cott’s remarks consisted mainly of two stories and two parables, 
which were met with laughter and applause. Cott emphasized to 
the graduates that, after four years of focusing on all things ani-
mal, their success as veterinarians depends greatly on people 
skills. 
MU CVM students stop for a selfie before the start of 
graduation ceremonies May 12, 2017.  
The MU College of Veterinary Medicine Class of 2017 
prepares to the take the Veterinarian’s Oath.  
Clifford Miller, DVM, president of the Missouri Veteri-
nary Medical Association and a member of the CVM 
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“During the 15 years I was the associate dean, not once did a pro-
spective employer call and say, ‘Ron, I need to hire a new veteri-
narian. I want a top student that can palpate X number of cattle per 
hour, spay a dog in five minutes, or diagnose lameness by listening 
to a horse’s gait.’ What they did say was, ‘Ron, I want a new gradu-
ate who is a team player, can work with my staff, and can com-
municate with my clients,’” Cott related. “You are hearing it once 
again — it is critical to be well-trained as a veterinarian and you 
are! But, tomorrow you will have to share that knowledge in a 
thoughtful and thorough way, to have your teammates and your 
clients trust you.” 
After recognizing the interns and residents who are completing spe-
cialty training at the CVM, Olson announced he was going “to go off 
script in a way we’ve never done” because “there is one individual 
here today whom we have decided to honor in a special way.” Pro-
fessor Emeritus William Fales, PhD, MS, is a bacteriologist by trade. 
He is the only non-veterinarian inducted to the MVMA Honor Roll, 
the only non-DVM to be an active voting member of the MVMA, 
and an honorary member in the Missouri Academy of Veterinary 
Practice. In recognition of his 40 years of service to the CVM and 
the veterinary industry, Olson named Fales the first Honorary Vet-
erinarian in the college’s history. Fales’ daughter, Amanda Fales-
Williams, DVM, assisted with his honorary hooding ceremony. 
Clifford Miller, DVM, president of the Missouri Veterinary Medical 
Association and a member of the CVM class of 2000, administered 
the Veterinarian’s Oath to the new graduates. Then, Associate 
Dean for Student Affairs Angela Tennison, DVM, announced the 
name of each graduate, who crossed the stage to receive the dis-
tinctive black and gray hood that signifies completion of the doctor 
of veterinary medicine degree requirements. 
Dean Olson — assisted by Fales, Vice President of University Rela-
tions Steve Knorr, and Interim Chancellor and Provost Garnett 
Stokes — distributed diplomas to the graduates. 
Graduates were hooded by Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
Linda Berent, DVM, PhD, and Timothy Evans, associate professor in 
veterinary pathobiology. Evans, DVM, MS, PhD — known for his 
Hawaiian shirts and effervescent enthusiasm — was selected by 
students to assist in the hooding ceremony. 
Timothy DelValle was chosen by his classmates to speak for the class of 2017. “Alright, pipe down, you animals,” 
DelValle began. “I took a look at the schedule and saw those words, ‘Dr. DelValle, student response,’ and thought, 
‘Alright, I’m off the hook! They found some doctor guy with the same last name to give this speech. I sure hope he’s 
smarter and better looking than I am!’ Then, it hit me: ‘Wait a minute, I AM Dr. DelValle!’” 
Stokes, representing the Board of Curators, conferred degrees to the class, and Olson advised the graduates they 
could “move your tassel from the right side of your hat to the left, to indicate that your degree has been conferred,” 
as he announced “the world’s newest veterinarians” to the crowded auditorium. 
Since its first graduating class in 1950, the CVM has produced nearly 4,000 doctors of veterinary medicine. 
A photo gallery from the graduation ceremony can be found on the CVM Facebook page.  
(LINK: https://www.facebook.com/pg/MUCVM/photos/?tab=album&album_id=10156103726069128) 
Ron Cott, DVM, a member of the MU CVM Class of 
1973 and recently retired as associate dean for Student 
and Alumni Affairs and executive director of Advance-
ment for the CVM, offered the keynote address.  
Timothy DelValle heads to the podium to offer the 
response on behalf of the CVM Class of 2017.  
Exposure to BPA Potentially Induces Permanent Reprogramming of Painted Turtles’ 
Brains 
May 17, 2017 
Story Contact(s): 
Jeff Sossamon, sossamonj@missouri.edu, 573-882-3346 
By Molly Peterson 
LINK: 
http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2017/0517-exposure-to-bpa-potentially-induces-permanent-reprogramming-of-
painted-turtles-brains/ 
CVM Dean Announces  
Plan to Step Down  
Neil C. Olson, DVM, PhD, dean of the University of Missouri 
College of Veterinary Medicine, has announced that he will 
step down from his current position and join St. George’s 
University in St. George’s, Grenada, as the dean of their 
School of Veterinary Medicine, effective Aug. 15, 2017. 
Olson will oversee the St. George’s School of Veterinary 
Medicine’s academic units, centers, and initiatives, while 
providing leadership for the planning, development, imple-
mentation, assessment, and improvement of the school’s 
programs, policies, and infrastructure. He will lead a con-
tingent of more than 100 faculty and staff. 
“I am honored to continue the great work that my prede-
cessor, Dr. Timothy Ogilvie, has already laid out,” Olson 
said. “I hope to keep building upon our numerous partner-
ships with other institutions across the world to recruit and 
train the best veterinarians. I'm also excited to continue 
developing our curriculum so that veterinary students can 
take advantage of the unique global environment that Gre-
nada has to offer.” 
Olson has led the MU College of Veterinary Medicine since 
2007 and has overseen several notable accomplishments, 
including the establishment of the Veterinary Health Center 
― Wentzville, significantly growing the college’s endow-
ment through the sale of the RADIL and other fundraising 
endeavors, increasing the college’s enrollment, implement-
ing substantial improvements to facilities and diagnostic 
imaging capabilities, earning full accreditation from the 
AVMA Council on Education, and receiving full accreditation from the American Association of Veterinary Laboratory 
Diagnosticians for the Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory. 
Prior to joining MU, Olson spent nearly 25 years at North Carolina State University College of Veterinary Medicine in 
a variety of administrative and professorial roles, including senior associate dean for Research and Graduate Studies, 
and director of the CVM's Centennial Biomedical Campus. 
He obtained his DVM from the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine. After completing his surgery 
residency within Michigan State University's Department of Small Animal Surgery and Medicine, he went on to earn 
his doctor of philosophy in physiology from Michigan State University. 
Carolyn Henry Named  
CVM Interim Dean  
University of Missouri Provost and Interim Chancellor Gar-
nett Stokes announced today that Carolyn Henry, DVM, 
MS, ACVIM (Oncology) will serve as the interim dean of the 
College of Veterinary Medicine, effective Aug. 1. She will 
replace Neil C. Olson, DVM, PhD, who announced that he 
will join St. George’s University in St. George’s, Grenada, 
as the dean of their School of Veterinary Medicine, effective 
Aug. 15, 2017. 
Stokes said a national dean search for the CVM will begin 
this fall. 
Henry earned her doctor of veterinary medicine and master 
of science degrees, as well as completed a residency in 
veterinary oncology, at Auburn University. In 1993 she be-
came an assistant professor in the Department of Veteri-
nary Clinical Sciences at Washington State University. She 
joined the faculty of the University of Missouri in 1997 as 
an assistant professor of oncology. Henry became the first 
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine board-
certified oncologist at MU. In 2001 she received a dual ap-
pointment with the MU School of Medicine. In 2002 she 
became the director of the Tom and Betty Scott Endowed 
Program in Veterinary Oncology. 
Since April 2010 she has served as the faculty facilitator for the Mizzou Advantage One Health/One Medicine initiative 
within the Office of the Provost. In that capacity she has fostered multidisciplinary research opportunities between 
human and veterinary medicine. She was appointed associate director of research for the Ellis Fischel Cancer Center 
in 2012, and has served as the CVM associate dean for the Office of Research and Graduate Studies since 2013. 
Henry has served on the ACVIM Board of Regents and is past president of both the Veterinary Cancer Society and 
the ACVIM Specialty of Oncology. In 2014 she was elected to the National Academies of Practice as a distinguished 
fellow and the Veterinary Medicine Academy as a distinguished practitioner and fellow. Among many other honors, 
she received the Student American Veterinary Medical Association Public Health and Community Outreach Teaching 
Excellence Award earlier this year. She will soon be named the 2017 American College of Veterinary Internal Medi-
cine Robert W. Kirk Award for Professional Excellence recipient. 
Dean Honors Three  
for Positive Impact  
MU College of Veterinary Medicine Dean Neil C. Olson presented 
three 2017 Dean’s Impact Awards on May 23, honoring the contri-
butions of two individuals from within the college and a college 
alumnus. The annual awards were established in 1993 to recognize 
individuals for sustained and significant positive impact on College 
of Veterinary Medicine programs. One to three individuals, usually 
a staff member, faculty member and individual from outside of the 
college, are selected for the award. 
This year’s Impact Award winners were Bruce Whittle, DVM, a 
member of the CVM Class of 1994, Cheryl Rojas, BS, MT,  laborato-
ry supervisor Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory Clinical Pa-
thology Section, and Frank Booth, PhD, a professor in the Depart-
ment of Biomedical Sciences. 
Whittle, a former president of the Missouri Veterinary Medical Asso-
ciation, was recognized for volunteering his time to present dentis-
try labs to students. He also helps veterinary students advance 
their education by mentoring those who shadow him at the rural 
mixed animal practice he owns and operates with his wife, who is 
also a veterinarian. Olson noted that Whittle has worked to main-
tain professional industry standards by involving himself in legisla-
tive issues, particularly pertaining to equine dentistry. 
Rojas has been on the staff of the VMDL Clinical Pathology Section 
for 21 years and has served as the laboratory supervisor since 
2014. The section performs more than 20,000 diagnostic tests each 
year. She was commended for her efforts to ensure a quality mind-
ed, efficient and customer service-oriented laboratory. Her efforts 
were instrumental in the VMDL receiving full accreditation from the 
American Association of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians, Ol-
son said. 
Booth has been on the CVM faculty since 1999.  He is considered a 
pioneer in the field of molecular exercise physiology, whose re-
search has been funded by the National Institutes of Health, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the American 
Heart Association. He has earned the highest awards in the field 
from the American Physiological Society and the American College 
of Sports Medicine, published more than 79 review articles on exer-
cise and physiology, and has influenced the direction of the field of 
physical inactivity and its link to chronic disease. He has served as 
the advisor to 24 doctoral and 23 postdoctoral trainees. He also 
made a gift of more than $1 million to MU to fund research into 
physical activity and health. 
This year’s honorees each received an engraved crystal plaque pre-
sented during a reception that also recognized staff members who 
achieved milestones in their years of service to the University of 
Missouri. The following staff members were recognized for their 
years of service to the university: 
Dean’s Office: 
Tyler Roberts, 5 years, Tracey Berry, 10 years, Emi Meyer, 10 
years, Cynthia Richards, 15 years,  Rose Leykamp, 20 years. 
 
Jason Brandow, (left) the Veterinary Health Center 
building supervisor, and Nick Gustafson, (in hat) a 
technician in the Lyons Feline Genetics Laboratory, 
were recognized during the Staff Recognition Recep-
tion as finalists in the Chancellor’s Outstanding Staff 
Award.  
CVM Dean Neil Olson presented a Dean’s Impact 
Award to Bruce Whittle, DVM. Whittle’s wife, Gayla 
Whittle, DVM, is also pictured.  
Cheryl Rojas received the Dean’s Impact Award pre-
sented to a member of the staff.  
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Biomedical Sciences: 
Alexander Meuth, 5 years, Jianping Chen, 20 years. 
Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory: 
Nicholas Bartlett, 5 years,  Brett Jones, 5 years, Benjamin Landers, 5 years,  Justin Thomas, 5 years, Jesse Bowman, 
10 years, Candace Kassel, 15 years, Nathaniel Kling, 15 years, Jami Davidson, 20 years. 
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery: 
Deanna Biondo Bell, 5 years, Catherine Harmon, 5 years, Abby Hawkman, 5 years,  Sylvia Hohmeier, 5 years,  Mi-
chael Perkins, 5 years, Ruth Silverberg, 5 years, Gaye Sponamore, 5 years, Janiene Dey, 10 years, Stephanie 
Gilliam, 10 years, Kelly Michael, 10 years, Matthew Haight, 25 years, Michelle Lancaster, 30 years. 
Veterinary Pathobiology: 
Joseph Waterman, 5 years, Tendai Mutangadura, 15 years. 
CVM Professor Emeritus  
Robert McClure Passes Away  
Robert C. McClure, DVM, PhD, professor emeritus in the University of Mis-
souri College of Veterinary Medicine Department of Biomedical Sciences, 
passed away on May 31, 2017. He was 85. A private burial was held. 
Dr. McClure was born Feb. 15, 1932, in Grinnell, Iowa. He attended Grin-
nell College from 1949-1950 before pursuing veterinary studies at Iowa 
State University. He was awarded a DVM in 1955 and went on to earn a 
PhD in anatomy, physiology and surgery from Cornell University in 1960. 
From 1960-2000, he was a professor of veterinary anatomy at MU, serving 
as department chairman from 1960-1969. He was also a visiting professor 
of anatomy at Tufts University in 1979-1980 and in 1986. In 2000, he was 
a professor of anatomy at Ross University in St. Kitts, and became profes-
sor emeritus at MU. 
Among his many professional affiliations, he was a member of the Missouri 
chapter of Phi Zeta and served as the national society’s president from 
2007-2009. He was also a member of the American Veterinary Medical As-
sociation, the American, European and World Associations of Veterinary 
Anatomists. He was also active in Kiwanis International. 
He was a consultant to editorial boards for “Laboratory Animal Science” 
from 1973-1978 and “The Forum,” Phi Kappa Phi Journal from 1981-1986. 
He was the co-editor of “The Forum” 1993 summer issue. He was on the 
editorial board for the “American Journal of Veterinary Research” from 
1980-1983. 
Robert C. McClure, DVM, PhD  
